BAUZENTRUM POING FROM A-Z

Are you thinking about building a house? Do you want to renovate? Are you planning on updating your house to the state of the art with regard to energy efficiency? Come, see and experience Bauzentrum Poing and its approximately 65 completely equipped and furnished model homes where you can gather information about the latest technical construction and modern living trends and get answers to your questions.

Numerous also Malakoff’s large scale exhibition with the opportunity to draw direct comparisons and view competent, individual solutions.

ADDRESS
Bauzentrum Poing
Saratona-Gerant-Strasse 25
85086 Poing/Gnrb.
Germany
Tel. +49 89 93020740
info@bauszentrum-poing.de
www.bauzentrum-poing.de

ADMISION FEES
EUR 4 for adults
EUR 2 for children
aged 16 and under, students, retirees, handicapped
Admission for children aged 10 and under and to the Technology Pavilion is free; free parking.

ADVERTISING SPACE
Available for rent. For terms and prices, see www.bauzentrumpoing.de/medien handsome
For information about outdoor exhibition space, please contact:
Ausstellung Egerndach & Garten
Tel. +49 711 520 048 0
info@ausstellung-egerndach.de
www.museeauergerndach.de

Free of charge with admission ticket to moosdorfer exhibition.
**Getting There**

By car:
A94 motorway (München-Passau), "Passauer" exit, then toward "Grun",
Follow signs to Bauzentrum Poing.

Suburban train:
S2 toward Maintal Schwabmond/End to "Grun" station. Then walk directly from the station to Bauzentrum Poing.

Route map at www.bauzentrum-poing.de/Anfahrt

**Guided Tours**

Guided tours of selected model homes are conducted on a regular basis following the Sunday lectures.

**Information**

+49 89 9464-1638

Also to sign up for free onsite-consulting sessions.

**Innovations Tour**

Innovations Tours are held every Sunday from 12:00-14:00 and from 15:00-17:00.

Experts give visitors an overview of interesting solutions using model homes as examples.

Topics include:
- Smart Building
- Energy Efficiency
- Multi-Generational Homes
- Security

**Model Homes**

Approximately 55 fully furnished model homes with live-in-wise advice at each home.

**Map of Grounds**

Interactive map of the grounds with detailed information and pictures at www.bauzentrum-poing/Gartenplan

**Operating by**

Ausstellung Eigenheim & Garten München-Poing GmbH & Co. KG
www.musterhaus-poing.de

**Organizer**

Moos München GmbH
www.moosmuehle.de

**One-on-One Consulting**

Every Sunday, free of charge, on the following topics:
- Architecture
- Building and Energy
- Furnishings
- Interiors & Bathroom Design

Consulting sessions: max. 30 minutes, other services available for a fee.

Location: Technology Pavilion (upstairs)
Advance registration by telephone required: Service Hotline: +49 89 9464-1638, Monday-Thursday, 8:00-19:00

For the best words, topics and speakers, see: www.bauzentrum-poing.de/EndeVeranstalter

**Parking**

Free of charge.

**Service Hotline**

+49 89 9464-1638 – Aho to sign up for free showroom consulting sessions.

**Sunday Lectures**

 Held at the Technology Pavilion starting at 11:00 (June-November), on the following topics:
- Land and Development
- The Home Ownership Package
- Homes of the Future
- Living and Design

For the latest dates, topics and speakers, see: www.bauzentrum-poing.de/Sontagesprogramm

**Food & Drink**

Bistro Café in the Technology Pavilion.
Hours: daily 10:00-21:00 including Sunday and holidays. Closed Mondays.